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Talent is equally distributed, 
but opportunity is not



What is open source?
Something people can modify and share 
because its design is publicly accessible



My journey from 
delivering beer to 
speaking here



2001: Coding and video games



Open source 
opens new doors



2012: Last day delivering beer 🍺



No training or 
formal education



I was as knowledgeable 
as I chose to be.



2012: Commerce Kickstart



Get into the issue queue 
for projects related to work



My early contributions on Drupal.org issues



I blogged as a way 
of contributing



2013: DrupalCamp Atlanta



“Plant the Drupal flag”
- Mike Anello



Drupal 414 & Drupal 262 meetups



Meetups 
(join or run)



2014: Florida Drupal Camp



Networking 
Connecting with 
similar individuals



2014: Gaggle – SaaS built on Panopoly



2015: DrupalCon LA



Get into the issue queue 
for initiatives that inspire you



2015-2020: Commerce Guys / Centarro



This isn’t just 
my story





Justin Cornell
Engineering Manager

Third and Grove

2012: Car salesman

2013: Dooley & Associates

2014: Gaggle

2016: Acro Media 



2020 COVID + Bluehorn Digital



Technical “all the things” at 
existing job, wanted more

Hired as a contractor for work 
with Bluehorn Digital

Connected him with Chis @ 
Cellar Door and was hired!

Justin Jordan
Technical Project Manager

Cellar Door



2021 Acquia



There is one person 
I did not mention yet that 
made this possible…



CJW -> Dooley, taking a pay cut

Gaggle to Commerce Guys, 5 months 
pregnant with our 2nd child 😅

Late nights working on patches for 
random projects

All of the travel for conferences

Amanda, my wife



How can we distribute 
opportunities to others?



Be a mentor



Be a friend



Scholarships and 
sponsorships



Hiring and discovering 
new contributors



There is privilege in 
being able to act on 
opportunities



With open source, we have 
the ability to create and 
distribute opportunity


